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AEGPL 
AN ONGOING 
JOURNEY
WHAT WE DO 
& HOW WE WORK 
Representing national LPG associations and companies 

across Europe, AEGPL is the most comprehensive network of 

professionals from the European LPG sector, whose expertise 

and input provides the basis for both EU energy policy and 

technical and HSE work. Through coordination between the 

team in Brussels and our members, AEGPL works to promote 

the industry’s interests through the sharing of knowledge and 

best practices from all across the sector and the continent.

AEGPL MISSION 
REPRESENTING THE 
EUROPEAN LPG SECTOR
AEGPL (Association Européenne des Gaz de Pétrole Liquéfiés) 

is the sole representative of the LPG industry at the European 

level. We represent national LPG associations, as well as 

distributors and equipment manufacturers from across Europe.

AEGPL’s mission is to engage with EU decision-makers and the 

wider policy community in order to optimise the contribution 

that LPG, as a clean and immediately available energy source, 

can make to Europe’s energy and environmental challenges.

LPG - SUSTAINABLE ENERGY 
FOR TODAY AND TOMORROW
LPG stands for Liquefied Petroleum Gas, a mixture of propane 

(C3H8) and butane (C4H10). It is derived during the exploitation 

of natural gas fields and is also produced during the oil refining 

process. LPG has many applications in the home, in industry 

and in agriculture, and is also Europe’s leading alternative road 

transport fuel.

LPG is a lower carbon alternative to solid and liquid fossil fuels, 

its combustion emits 49% less CO2 than coal and 17% less 

than heating oil. As a transport fuel, LPG has a well-to-wheel 

(including emissions from production and distribution of fuels, 

in addition to tail-pipe emissions) GHG footprint respectively 

21% and 23% lower than petrol and diesel. These values are 

defined by the EU Joint Research Centre and are referenced in 

the Fuel Quality Directive.

In addition LPG emits almost no black carbon, which causes 

threats to human health due to poor air quality and is the 

second biggest contributor to global warming after CO2.
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FOREWORD 
BY THE PRESIDENT
SUMMARISING A FULL YEAR OF HARD WORK, COMPLETE WITH CHALLENGES 
OVERCOME AND OPPORTUNITIES REALIZED, IN A FEW PARAGRAPHS IS A 
DIFFICULT TASK. I WOULD NEED MUCH MORE SPACE TO TELL YOU IN DETAIL 
WHY I THINK 2016 WAS ANOTHER VERY SUCCESSFUL YEAR FOR AEGPL. 
NEVERTHELESS LET ME TRY TO WRAP IT UP IN BROAD TERMS, BELOW:
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PAUL LADNER 
PRESIDENT OF AEGPL

1. Mission Success. AEGPL continued in 2016 to successfully 

execute its mission - to engage with EU decision makers and the 

wider policy community. Via AEGPL, its members have direct 

access to the decision making process in the European Union. 

Moreover, AEGPL closely follows the most relevant dossiers for 

the LPG industry and provides regular and in-depth analysis 

and intelligence to its members. We all accept that, in particular 

at the European level, discussions in Brussels directly affect how 

national governments behave and which policies they adopt. 

AEGPL’s presence in Brussels is a guarantee to our members 

that any legislative challenges and opportunities will be flagged 

early and will allow them to be prepared.

2. Global Influence. This idea that what is decided in Brussels 

affects our industry and the LPG business, not only in Europe 

but worldwide, has now been reflected in AEGPL’s member-

ship. Although AEGPL’s footprint is intensely European, we are 

very proud to have accepted non-European members in recent 

times. We believe this trend will only intensify in the future, as 

our ever more globalised world will continue bringing geog-

raphies together and strengthen business interconnections. 

AEGPL is looking forward to working with all its members, Euro-

pean and non-European in highlighting the contribution that 

LPG can make in meeting the World’s energy and environmen-

tal challenges.

3. Agile and Dedicated Membership. The AEGPL, together with 

the WLPGA, faced a great challenge in 2016 which was the 

relocation of our joint event. Faced with the political turbulence 

in Turkey, the Boards of both Associations decided to relocate 

the AEGPL Congress and the WLPGA Forum from Istanbul to 

Florence. This decision was only possible due to the support 

of our Turkish and Italian members – I would like to leave here 

a very public word of appreciation to them. What we saw 

then was an impressive common effort to adapt and live up to 

the challenge. So many of our members contributed in many 

different ways and, what seemed impossible – to relocate the 

most important LPG event globally in three months – turned 

out to be a reality making the 2016 AEGPL Congress and World 

LPG Forum an immense success. 

4. Assiduous and Capable Staff. Finally, a word about our staff. 

AEGPL is fortunate to have a secretariat in Brussels where so 

much talent and so much experience gather for the benefit 

of our members. We have a team that is young, dedicated, 

creative, and very professional. Day in and day out they monitor 

and contribute to the most pressing political dossiers; they 

elaborate and negotiate extremely technical but essential 

standards for the industry; they draw attention to the benefits 

of LPG and educate audiences on the contributions our product 

can make in many different sectors. I would dare say that the 

interaction between members and staff has never been so 

intense and fruitful. 

As the President of AEGPL, I am extremely proud of all that 

we have achieved together this year, and look forward to 

continuing this path of success in 2017 and beyond.
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The migrant crisis, Brexit, rise of populism, political turmoil in 

a number of key European countries… no doubt the European 

Union has been shaken to its foundations this year. However, 

this has certainly not slowed down the pace of new initiatives 

in energy and environment policies, quite the opposite. 

From the review of the entire energy efficiency legislation, 

to the implementation of the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure 

Directive, and the recent release of the massive Clean Energy 

Package legislative proposal, the EU has been extremely active 

in that field. 

In this challenging environment, our association has responded 

once again in the best possible manner: in being innovative, 

clever and united. This year, our Policy, Technical and Autogas 

Coordination Groups have been active like never before. The 

steady growth of the number of active participants not only 

shows that we address our members’ priorities and deliver what 

they really need, but also logically translates into the groups 

becoming even more productive. 

Like in any other membership organisations, taking stock 

every year of the results achieved, and communicating about 

it, is critical. So what has AEGPL delivered this year for its 

industry? Let me give you a few telling examples. Our advocacy 

work in 2016 for instance resulted in LPG’s contribution being 

highlighted in the EU Heating and Cooling Strategy, AEGPL 

being further established as a reference in the discussion on risk 

analysis in ADR work, and LPG getting included in Alternative 

Fuels National Policy Frameworks in several countries. We have 

also scored a number of wins in nurturing a momentum at EU 

level in addressing air quality issues, hence getting the LPG 

benefits vs. other energy sources better recognised. Last but 

not least, AEGPL has mobilised interested members in defining 

and rolling out an extensive awareness raising campaign for 

bioLPG across Europe.    

Business is at the core of everything we do for the LPG industry. 

But we have this year given much attention to expanding the 

AEGPL family too. We passed the bar of 50 members in 2016, 

which is a record in the history of our association. 

I WILL BE LOOKING FORWARD 
TO CELEBRATING IN STYLE THIS 
SUCCESSFUL YEAR, AND MANY 
MORE TO COME, WITH ALL OF 
YOU AT THE AEGPL CONGRESS IN 
JUNE. SEE YOU ALL IN LISBON!  

SAMUEL MAUBANC

GENERAL MANAGER OF AEGPL
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GEORGE.NIKOLAOU@AEGPL.BE
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EU POLICY 
COORDINATION GROUP

+ Energy Efficiency Working Group     

+ Alternative Fuels Working Group 

+ Renewable LPG Advocacy Working Group    

AEGPL’s Policy Coordination Group, made up of policy experts 

from amongst AEGPL’s members, comprises working groups 

on specific legislative dossiers.

The working groups operate together by  frequent conference 

calls and occasional in-person meetings to enhance the 

understanding of potential impacts of legislation, and ensure 

our message to the European institutions and national 

governments is as consistent as possible. The coordination 

group is managed from Brussels by the AEGPL secretariat.

AUTOGAS 
COORDINATION GROUP

The Autogas coordination group covers policy and technical 

issues that are of specific relevance to the use of LPG  

as transport fuel. 

To ensure synergies and optimal use of staff and members 

expertise, two-way communication channels are established 

with the other two Coordination Groups for issues that may  

be of shared interest. This group allows the interested members 

to participate in very detailed discussions such as the technical 

guidelines for retrofit workshops or the long term development 

of the Autogas infrastructure and how to best implement future 

fuel requirements, modernising the brand Autogas.

TECHNICAL 
COORDINATION GROUP

+ Transport RID/ADR/ADN Working Group   

+ Bleve Prevention Working Group

+ Internal inspection of cylinders during 
    periodic requalification Working Group

+ AEGPL incidents/accidents Working Group

AEGPL’s technical coordination group, managed by AEGPL’s 

technical manager, consists of technical experts from across 

AEGPL’s members and is responsible for steering AEGPL’s 

technical work and technical working groups.

The working groups formulate appropriate responses 

to emerging technical and HSE legislation as well as devising 

strategies for appropriate enforcement of relevant laws  

at the national level and the eradication of unfair practices.

The technical coordination group meets four times a year, 

twice in person and twice remotely via net meeting; ad hoc net 

meetings and conference calls are also organised as needed.  

The working groups hold also their meetings in the same manner.

AEGPL’s technical manager is shared with the World  

LPG Association, facilitating synergies between  

the European LPG sector and the rest of the world.
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PAUL LADNER 
PRESIDENT

Paul Ladner is the Vice President of Marketing for UGI 

International, a leading European LPG marketer, and serves 

as the Managing Director for AmeriGas Polska, one of Poland’s 

largest LPG marketers.

Prior to his current position Paul was the Director of International 

Propane for UGI, working with UGI International and its sixteen 

countries. Paul’s LPG experience also extends to UGI’s US based 

LPG company, AmeriGas Propane, where he worked in several 

positions throughout the US, including Market Operations Manager, 

Director of Regional Sales and Director of Strategic Accounts.

Paul holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University 

of Richmond and a Masters of Business Administration degree 

from Penn State University.

FRANCESCO FRANCHI 
VICE-PRESIDENT

Francesco Franchi is President and CEO of Costiero Gas Livorno, 

an ENI subsidiary which manages the largest LPG deposit in Italy.

He joined the ENI group in 1995, as Manager of the Leghorn’s 

branch of Atriplex Srl. He then covered several position within 

Atriplex Srl and Agip Petroli S.p.A., including the position of 

Executive Sales Manager for Central and Northern Italy at Atriplex 

Srl. In 2003, he joined AgipFuel S.p.A. as Executive Sales Manager 

for Central and Northern Italy and in 2007 he became Director 

General of AgipFuel Nord S.p.A..

In 2008, he joined the Refining and Marketing Division of Eni 

S.p.A., becoming Senior Vice President for fuel sales in 2010. 

He covered this position until 2013, when he became President 

and CEO of Costiero Gas Livorno. He currently is also President 

of Assogasliquidi, the Italian LPG Association.

JOËL PEDESSAC 
PAST-PRESIDENT  

Joël Pedessac is the General Manager of the Comité Français 

du Butane et du Propane (The French LPG Association), 

a position he has held for 10 years. 

Before joining CFBP, Joël worked at Shell and Butagaz. He is the 

immediate Past-President of AEGPL, and also used to chair the 

Global Autogas Industry Network of the World LP Gas Association. 

He holds a degree in energy and technology, and an executive 

MBA from HEC Paris.  

FULCO VAN LEDE 
TREASURER

Fulco Van Lede is CEO of SHV Energy

In October 2015 Fulco was appointed as CEO of SHV Energy after 

having been part of its Management Board since August 2014, 

bearing responsibility for a number of countries.

He joined SHV in 2004. Over the years he has held various 

management positions within SHV Energy such as regional manager 

in Germany, Business Unit Manager responsible for Czech Republic 

and Slovakia and later for China. Fulco obtained his Masters 

at law at Groningen University and has an MBA from INSEAD.

HENRY CUBBON 
MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE MEMBER

Henry Cubbon has been Managing Director 

of DCC Energy LPG since 2012.

DCC Energy LPG operates as leading LPG distributor in 7 countries 

in Europe. The business is owned by DCC PLC, the London quoted 

FTSE100 group, headquartered in Dublin. Prior to this role, Henry 

was Managing Director of Flogas Britain from 2008, and previously 

spent 15 years in the paper manufacturing and distribution industry. 

His career started on a graduate programme with Barclays Bank, 

which included a senior management role in France 

and a sponsored MBA at the Henley Management College.

AEGPL COMMITTEE 
MANAGEMENT
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ENERGY, 
ENVIRONMENT 
& TRANSPORT
POLICY
AEGPL’S ENERGY, 
ENVIRONMENT & TRANSPORT 
POLICY WORK INVOLVES 
ACTIVE CONTRIBUTION TO 
POLICIES FORMULATED AT 
THE EUROPEAN LEVEL. 

Through participation in stakeholder groups, one-to-one 

meetings with representatives from EU institutions, policy 

events, formulation of positions, and submissions to relevant 

institutions and actors, AEGPL ensures that both  the positive 

contribution of LPG and the views of the LPG  industry are fully 

understood by policy-makers. Conversely,  

AEGPL also aims to keep the LPG sector up-to-date  

on the  latest policy developments from Brussels.  

AEGPL  
LOBBYING 
TRACKER
FOLLOW AEGPL’S  
LOBBYING ACTIVITIES! 
In October, we launched a tool that will make it easier for 

our members to follow our lobbying activities: the AEGPL 

lobbying tracker. Via this tool, you can find information on the 

relevant files which AEGPL is currently working on, including 

their foreseen impact on the industry and the current state of 

play. The tool also contains links to relevant documents, such 

as legislative proposals and position papers, that make it easier 

for our members to fully understand what is at stake and, if 

or when, it will impact them The AEGPL lobbying tracker is a 

‘living’ document, hence it will be continuously updated every 

time new information will be available.

To know more visit AEGPL members’ area of our website!
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KEEPING LPG AT  
THE CORE OF THE  
POLITICAL DEBATE
BACKGROUND
The European Commission released in November 2016 a 

package of legislative proposals aimed at reshaping the energy 

sector, so that the EU economy can meet the goals set in the 

Paris agreement on climate change. This package includes 

important legislative proposals, such as the proposed revisions 

of the Energy Efficiency Directive, the Energy Performance of 

Buildings Directive and the Renewable Energy Directive.  

Top-level policies tend to focus on larger utilities and may 

include provisions that can represent a disproportionate burden 

for smaller ones, such as the LPG industry. For this reason, it is 

fundamental to make sure that the positions of the LPG industry 

are represented in the political debate, so that its specificities 

are not overlooked.

POTENTIAL IMPACT
The implementation at the national level of the directives that 

currently are under revision resulted in a significant burden for 

the LPG industry in some Member States. In some cases there 

has been an introduction of white certificates schemes, which 

require energy companies to help their customers switching 

to more efficient appliances. These schemes have high fixed 

costs, therefore smaller utilities, such as the LPG industry, are 

strongly penalised vis-à-vis larger ones. The implementation 

of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive in the 

UK, for example, penalised LPG versus other off-grid fuels. 

This is because buildings’ performances are calculated also 

considering the fuel’s price, which was estimated using an 

inaccurate methodology. In Italy, while implementing the 

Renewable Energy Directive, the authorities introduced 

subsidies for all biomass types, regardless of their actual 

environmental impact. The “Clean energy” package is the 

opportunity to address these issues, explaining the specificities 

of the LPG industry and advocating for LPG’s benefits.

OUR POSITION
AEGPL believes that “one size fits all” approaches should 

be avoided, as they would inevitably result in negative 

consequences both for the EU economy and for the 

environment. In addition, we think that, with this package, the 

EU should not only aim at tackling climate change, but should 

also reduce air pollutant emissions. Important improvements 

can be achieved in particular in the residential sector and LPG 

can be part of the solution to clean Europe’s air. 

Regarding the revision of the Energy Efficiency Directive, we 

believe that smaller utilities should be exempted from white 

certificate schemes, as other policy instruments are most cost-

effective for utilities representing a small part of the energy 

mix. For instance, standards and norms aiming at improving 

the efficiency of appliances can achieve significant results 

without excessively burdening small energy distributors. On 

the revision of the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive, 

we think that the problem of pollution generated by buildings’ 

heating systems should be addressed. Finally, on the recast of 

the Renewable Energy Directive, we believe that the carbon 

intensity of biomass must be accurately estimated.



ADVOCATING FOR  
LPG’S BENEFITS  
IN THE HEATING 
SECTOR
BACKGROUND
In February 2016, the European Commission released a 

Communication on an EU strategy for heating and cooling, a 

document outlining the Commission’s priorities in this sector.

The European Commission revised several key pieces of legislation 

in 2016, aimed at decarbonising the European economy. As the 

Heating and Cooling sector is responsible for the consumption 

of half of the EU’s energy, the European Commission was keen 

on hearing stakeholders’ views on what measures the EU should 

adopt to decarbonise it.

After the release of the strategy, the European Parliament 

produced an own-initiative report, featuring its position on the 

future of the heating and cooling sector, aimed at influencing the 

Commission’s work.

POTENTIAL IMPACT
Although neither the Commission’s strategy nor the Parliament’s 

own-initiative report contain legally binding provisions, they 

steered the revision of the Energy Efficiency Directive, of the 

Energy Performance of Buildings Directive and of the Renewable 

Energy Directive. These pieces of legislation contain key EU rules 

that shape the European energy scenario.

The strategy, as released by the European Commission, has a 

clear focus on reducing CO2 emissions from the heating sector. 

Although the strategy mentioned the issue of air pollution, the 

Commission explained that the forthcoming proposals would not 

focus on this aspect, as it planned to use the Ecodesign Directive 

to address this problem.

If the upcoming proposals were to fail to address the issue of 

pollutant emissions generated by the heating sector, it would put 

LPG at an unfair disadvantage versus other fuels with a better 

carbon profile, but that produce higher pollutant emissions.

OUR POSITION
AEGPL believes that it is fundamental to find solutions that 

simultaneously improve air quality and tackle climate change. 

LPG is part of the solution in off-grid areas, where carbon 

intensive and polluting fuels account for the majority of the 

heating energy mix. As a low-carbon and low polluting fuel, 

LPG’s uptake can bring about important environmental benefits.

Although the national implementations of EU legislation 

on heating helped decarbonising the EU’s economy, this 

progress was made in several cases to the detriment of air 

quality. The heating and cooling strategy noted that in some 

parts of Europe, up to three quarters of PM2.5 is attributable 

to household heating with solid fuels and that in some cases 

biomass alone is responsible for more than 50% of their national 

emissions of PM2.5.

For this reason, in meetings with key MEPs, AEGPL asked for the 

recognition of LPG’s role and invited the European Commission 

to release proposals also aimed at cutting pollutant emissions 

from the heating sector. The European Parliament, in its 

resolution on an EU strategy on heating and cooling, embraced 

both AEGPL’s propositions.
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KEEPING LPG  
APPLIANCES ATTRACTIVE  
TO CONSUMERS
BACKGROUND

A proposal for a Regulation revising the Energy Labelling 

Directive was published on 15 July 2015. The proposal addresses 

some concerns in the current energy labelling system. It 

recognises that, for some home appliances, the label is not a 

useful indicator as almost all their products fall into the (most 

efficient) A+ classes. 

The European Commission believes that this undermines 

the ability of consumers to compare the efficiency of home 

appliances. For this reason, the Commission proposed that 

energy labels for each product category should be periodically 

rescaled and that the top two classes should be left empty, pre-

empting future technological developments.

In addition, the Commission proposed to remove the ‘plus’ 

categories, as it considers that consumers do not have a clear 

understanding of the difference in energy efficiency between 

products in A+, A++ and A+++.

POTENTIAL IMPACT
The regulation, as proposed by the European Commission, 

would have applied in the very same way to all product 

categories covered, even those where there is no 

overpopulation on the top classes. This would have had 

unintended negative consequences for central heating 

appliances for example. The proposed Regulation as it was 

proposed by the Commission, would have made condensing 

gas boilers less attractive to consumers, as they would probably 

be downgraded from class A to class E or F.

If this approach had been maintained, the mismatch between 

perceived efficiency and actual efficiency could have led to a 

shift in consumer preferences away from gas appliances.

OUR POSITION
Energy labels for heating appliances have been introduced in 

September 2015 and the A+++ class will only be introduced

 in 2019. Hence, rescaling the label now, while the current 

regulatory framework for heating appliances is not even in 

place yet, would confuse consumers. The label for heating 

appliances, as it is now, is clear and easy to understand by 

consumers. Condensing gas boilers –one of the most cost-

efficient appliances in the market –currently fall into class A per 

the current system. Technologies outputting more energy than 

what they use are awarded with a ‘plus’. 

AEGPL agrees that, when technological developments make 

it appropriate, labels should be rescaled. We think that the 

rescaling process should be tied to the overpopulation of the top 

class and governed by objective factors set in the regulation. 

The European Parliament and the European Council established 

their positions on this file and are now engaging in negotiations 

to agree on the final text of the Regulation. While the regulation 

foresees that all labels having a ‘plus’ category need to be 

rescaled within 5 years from the entry into force of the regulation, 

the Parliament introduced an ad hoc provision for local space 

heaters and for central heating appliances. Negotiations are still 

ongoing, but both bodies agree that the deadline for drafting the 

regulations that apply to those product classes should be longer 

than 5 years. In November, the European Council proposed an 8 

years’ deadline, while the European Parliament was proposed a 6 

years’ one. An agreement is expected to be reached towards the 

end of March 2017.



PUTTING BIO LPG  
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AEGPL WORKING GROUP ON 
RENEWABLE LPG ADVOCACY

In June 2016, AEGPL launched a new Working Group on 

Renewable LPG Advocacy. The first task of this working 

group was to develop a white paper, containing a consistent 

set of figures and arguments that can be used to introduce 

bio LPG to policymakers. The group, which is made up by 15 

members, completed this task in its second teleconference, 

which took place in October.

The Working Group on Renewable LPG Advocacy is a hub 

for discussions about bioLPG, providing its opinion on 

relevant legislative files and answering to relevant queries 

about technology and regulations. The group is now tasked 

with establishing AEGPL’s position on the Renewable Energy 

Directive and will closely follow the developments in this 

topic, also engaging with stakeholders and decision makers.

BACKGROUND
Renewable LPG is about to be introduced in the market, but very 

few EU regulations recognise its environmental benefits. Being  

a renewable gaseous fuel, renewable bioLPG provides significant 

reductions in CO2 emissions, while also maintaining the same 

benefits as LPG in terms of low pollutant emissions. In addition, 

having the same molecular structure of LPG, there are no technical 

constraints to blending bio LPG with its conventional equivalent. 

POTENTIAL IMPACT
Several pieces of EU legislation provide support to renewable fuels. 

Currently, bio LPG achieved political support in some EU countries, 

but not in others. Including bioLPG in the scope of these regulations 

and directives would make it eligible for political support across the 

whole European Union, hence increasing legal clarity.

OUR POSITION
AEGPL has for a long time advocated for the inclusion of biopropane 

the relevant pieces of legislation. Already in 2014, the Alternative 

Fuels Infrastructure Directive mentioned biopropane as a solution 

to decarbonise the transport sector. However, this, by itself, is 

not sufficient to guarantee a uniform recognition of bio LPG as a 

renewable fuel across the EU, as the Renewable Energy Directive is 

the most adequate place to achieve this goal.

AEGPL, in the context of its working group on Renewable LPG 

Advocacy, has collected facts and figures on bioLPG and developed 

a white paper aimed at introducing bio LPG to policymakers. This 

paper was useful as AEGPL approached the European Commission, 

asking to include bioLPG in the context of the Renewable Energy 

Directive. As a result, the European Commission included five 

references to bioLPG in the draft that was released in November 

2016, which cover different pathways for the production of bioLPG.
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TAKING AN ACTIVE  
ROLE IN THE EU 
SUSTAINABLE  
TRANSPORT  
FORUM
BACKGROUND
Following the adoption of the Directive on the Deployment of 

Alternative Fuels Infrastructure in 2014, the European Commission 

Directorate General for Transport established the Sustainable 

Transport Forum (STF). It aims at providing guidance to the 

Commission for achieving the objectives of the Clean Power for 

Transport Strategy and at facilitating the implementation of the 

legislation. The STF gathers Member States representatives and 

alternative fuels stakeholders. It allows for dialogue, exchange of 

best practices and policy coordination. AEGPL was selected as a 

STF member on the basis of a call for application.

POTENTIAL IMPACT
The STF is a key arena for maintaining the dialogue with the 

European Commission and Member States. AEGPL’s involvement 

reinforces Autogas’ importance as an alternative fuel for transport, 

as stated in the Directive. It is a key forum for concrete discussions 

over practical issues encountered by stakeholders in the 

implementation of the European strategy. The STF also delivers 

opinions and submits reports including policy recommendations for 

the further promotion of alternative fuels. Being a member of this 

group is therefore a critical advocacy tool for AEGPL on Autogas.

OUR ACTIVITIES
AEGPL engaged with the European Commission DG MOVE to 

ensure that LPG is properly featured in the suggested template 

for the development of the National Policy Frameworks. We 

managed to get references to LPG throughout the document, 

encouraging Member States to report not only on the state of play 

when it comes to Autogas presence in Europe, but also to state 

any objective or incentive they plan for the development of the 

LPG infrastructure and/or fleet. This revised template was then 

circulated within AEGPL as a tool for each member to effectively 

advocate for Autogas within their own country.

Only few Member States submitted their National Policy 

Framework by the 18 November 2016 deadline. Although the 

references to Autogas are not mandatory, some Member States 

have chosen to promote this technology. AEGPL will undertake 

the comprehensive review of these policy documents in due time.

The STF is divided into four different sub-groups, addressing 

different aspects of the alternative fuels strategy. AEGPL 

followed the activities of the sub-groups on advanced biofuels 

and on alternative fuels in cities. The latter works in particular 

on the definition of clean vehicles for the purpose of public and 

private procurement. AEGPL contributed to the development of 

recommendations for the review of the Clean Vehicle Directive 

ensuring no discrimination against LPG.

AEGPL took an active role in the sub-group on the 

implementation of the Directive 2014/94/EC. We were appointed 

as co-rapporteur for the development of a report on the risks and 

benefits associated with alternative fuels, together with HyER 

(Hydrogen fuel cells and electro-mobility in European regions). 

The key outcome is an 18-page report demonstrating that the 

benefits of alternative fuels far outweigh the risks, and providing 

recommendations and best practices for busting myths and 

communicating benefits to potential users. This piece of work 

gave a strong visibility to AEGPL in the broader alternative fuels 

policy community.
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SHOWING REAL  
DRIVING EMISSIONS  
FROM AUTOGAS CARS 

BACKGROUND
Over the past few years, many stakeholders have been pointing 

out that the way car emissions tests were being carried out, that is 

in a laboratory, were not reliable. They have been advocating for 

a new testing system done in real driving conditions, in order to 

make the results better reflect the amount of pollutants emitted 

by cars everyday on the roads.

These warnings gained a lot of public attention especially after the 

so-called Dieselgate, putting pressure on European institutions to 

act. The regulations on Real Driving Emissions were subsequently 

adopted for a swift modification of outdated testing procedures.

POTENTIAL IMPACT
In order to strengthen the evidence behind Autogas’ 

environmental benefits, AEGPL supported its members CFBP and 

DVFG to test LPG cars in real driving conditions and compare their 

emissions with petrol equivalent models. The tests were run by 

independent experts: the University of Saarbrucken in Germany 

and the engineering consultancy V-Motech in France.

The tests show that Autogas emits in average 90% less particles 

than petrol. Furthermore, an Autogas car emits in average 45% 

less carbon monoxide than its petrol equivalent. When compared 

to Euro 6, the latest emission standard in Europe, the test results 

show that Autogas vehicles, even older converted cars, are fully 

compliant with this standard.

The tests also compared Autogas and diesel, and the results in 

real driving conditions show that LPG brings a 98% reduction in 

NOx emissions. Finally, using Autogas also brings a 10 to 20% gain 

in CO2 emissions, helping Europe reaching its climate objectives. 

OUR ACTIVITIES
AEGPL developed a brochure describing the methodology 

and the results achieved, which was launched at the 29th 

World LPG Forum and 2016 AEGPL Congress in Florence, 

Italy. This document was distributed by AEGPL members and 

staff at several policy events and face-to-face meetings with 

key policymakers. In addition, the test results were used as a 

basis for the dissemination of positive messages on Autogas 

environmental performance on social media and other 

publications, position papers, etc.

SEIZING THE 
POTENTIAL OF LPG 
DIRECT INJECTION 
TECHNOLOGY

BACKGROUND
In 2016, AEGPL commissioned a study to Atlantic Consulting 

on Direct Injection (DI) LPG, opportunity and threat in Europe. 

The objective was to produce a consolidated case for DI. The 

methodology used combined a peer review of existing science 

with interviews with relevant players, such as car and Autogas 

equipment manufacturers. The overall conclusions of this 

study are that:

+ There is a clear technology trend towards DI for petrol engines.

+ DI gasoline engines consume less fuel and emit less CO2, 

but much higher particle levels, in excess of Euro 6 standards 

without proper optimisation or filters.

+ LPG outperforms gasoline in DI – 10-15% cut in CO2 levels,  

yet with negligible PN (no filter needed)

+ There are some remaining hurdles to make DI LPG  

a market success.

+ While several kit makers propose DI systems, only  

one OEM has offered a LPG DI model so far.

POTENTIAL IMPACT
The conclusions of this research were discussed within the 

AEGPL Autogas Coordination Group in Florence. There was  

a consensus among members that LPG needs to embrace the 

DI technology in order to remain competitive against petrol. 

Other currently used technologies such as Port Injection will 

obviously remain on the market as long as they allow LPG 

vehicles to comply with emission limits.

There was a consensus around the importance of 

communicating on DI’s benefits, while involving OEMs. Finally, 

it was agreed that there is no need for a research project right 

now, as the DI technology already exist. Joint research might be 

interesting for the next phase of the technology.

For its part, the LPG industry needs to look closer into fuel 

quality and potentially to harmonise fuel composition: indeed, 

there is a need for optimised and consistent fuels for optimised 

and effective engines.

OUR ACTIVITIES
Following the Florence brainstorm, AEGPL developed 

suggestions for follow up activities. In particular, we will focus in 

2017 on the roll out of a communication campaign on LPG DI and 

more broadly on technology and innovation in the Autogas sector.
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DRIVING TIME REGULATION 
AND WORKING TIME DIRECTIVE
LPG is delivered to final users using road tankers, whose drivers are 

subject to EU rules on working time. The industry has invested in a 

fleet and in a workforce, which allows it to cope very well with high 

peaks in LPG demand from customers. However, during extreme 

weather circumstances, the deliveries require more time because 

often roads and backyards are icy, forcing drivers to drive more 

slowly and be extra careful when loading their clients’ tanks.

While the European Commission understands that, in such 

cases, it is necessary to grant a relaxation of the rules on working 

hours, some of our members had their requests for temporary 

derogations denied by national governments on the basis of 

a misinterpretation of EU laws. The European Commission ran 

a public consultation on EU rules on working times in the third 

quarter of 2016, seeking stakeholders’ feedback on their experience 

with the rules on working time of truck drivers. Our response 

stressed that EU rules should be made clearer, so that companies 

applying for a temporary relaxation in extreme circumstances, in 

accordance with the EU legislation, can obtain it more easily.

MACHINERY DIRECTIVE
Several companies are investing in LPG solutions for tools such 

as lawn mowers, forklift trucks and excavators. Converting a 

piece of machinery to LPG brings about important benefits 

in terms of CO2 and pollutant emissions, since LPG is a clean 

burning and low-carbon fuel. The Machinery Directive requires 

that a piece of machinery, once converted, needs to be re-

approved. This proves to be difficult in cases when the product 

that needs to be converted was not mass produced, or when 

the technical manual is no longer available. 

The European Commission ran a public consultation on the 

Machinery Directive in the last quarter of 2016. In our response 

to the consultation, AEGPL called for simplified provisions 

regarding the re-approval of retrofitted pieces of machinery. 

This would enable companies to exploit the untapped 

potential of CO2 and pollutant emission reductions in the 

machinery sector, which produces 15% of the NOx and 5%  

of the PM emissions in the EU.

OIL STOCKS DIRECTIVE
The Oil Stocks Directive requires Member States to hold 

minimum stocks of oil products, in order for the EU to be able 

to face shortages in supply. In their national implementation 

of the Directive, Bulgaria, Spain, Poland and Portugal foresaw 

that minimum stocks of LPG needed to be held. This involves 

high costs for LPG companies, related to the creation and the 

operation of the necessary storage facilities, either directly  

or through a government-owned company.

The European Commission is in the process of reviewing this 

Directive and ran a public consultation in mid-2016. AEGPL 

sent out a helpdesk request to its members, aimed at fully 

understanding what issues they encountered, and at developing  

a coordinated response. AEGPL’s consultation response argues 

that LPG’s supply is secure, due to its flexible trade infrastructure, 

and therefore the requirement to hold stocks of LPG represents 

an unnecessary burden for LPG companies.

REPRESENTING THE LPG 
INDUSTRY’S INTERESTS IN 
ALL RELEVANT FIELDS



TECHNICAL,  
HSSE AND 
STANDARDISATION
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THE KEY ROLE OF THE TECHNICAL 
FUNCTION IN AEGPL IS TO SUPPORT THE 
NEEDS AND ACTIVITIES OF THE AEGPL 
MEMBERS IN TECHNICAL, SAFETY AND 
SECURITY (HSSE) ASPECTS AND ALSO 
AT TIMES, OPERATIONS.

Key areas in this function include the development and maintenance 

of Health, Safety and Technical legislation through European 

Directives and Regulations, active contribution to the European 

(CEN) standardisation processes, and sourcing and sharing of 

technical information, knowledge, technical safety, security and 

operational best practices and innovation.
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TECHNICAL 
WORKING GROUPS
Within the Technical Coordination Group, certain working 

groups are created as needed to handle specific issues that 

are of common interest to AEGPL’s members. These working 

groups are proposed and developed through the technical 

coordination group meetings.

TRANSPORT RID/ADR/ADN
The role of this Group is to monitor and support the work that 

is carried out in the UN ECE RID/ADR/ADN Joint Meetings and 

other supporting meetings and working groups. This is   key 

in ensuring that the position of the European LPG industry is 

represented effectively in these meetings and is also reflected in 

the documents and legislation produced.

BLEVE PREVENTION
This group works on the issue of prevention of Bleve (Boiling 

Liquid Expanding Vapour Exlplosion). In 2016, the group was 

active with analysing all incoming information and knowledge, 

liaising with external expert resources and preparing related 

formal and informal discussions for the RID/ADR/ADN Joint 

Meeting sessions. Particular effort was put into Risk Assessment 

activities and the workshops organised by the European Railway 

Agency (ERA), which aim to harmonise Risk Assessment 

methodology in Europe on Inland Transport of Dangerous Goods.

INTERNAL INSPECTION 
OF CYLINDERS DURING 
PERIODIC REQUALIFICATION 
The origin of the creation of this group is the Multilateral 

Agreement M255, Periodic inspection of LPG welded steel 

cylinders, signed by Italy and France, derogating 

the internal inspection of the LPG cylinders (an ADR 

regulations requirement) during periodic requalification. 

The original scope of this Work Group created in 2015 

within the Technical Commission to handle formally the 

subject, was limited to internal inspection, however an 

enlarged scope is expected to cover eventually all types 

of periodic inspections.  This work is related also to the 

subject of the RID/ADR/ADN working group dealing with 

alternative methods for periodic inspection of refillable 

pressure receptacles. A possible request for ADR changes 

based on the results of the work may follow.

AEGPL INCIDENT/ 
ACCIDENTS DATABASE
In support of and in alignment with the UN ECE Multimodal 

Database on Events involving Transport of Dangerous Goods 

(European Accidents Database), and the work in progress 

in the European Railway Agency (ERA) Workshops, AEGPL 

launched in 2015 its own accidents reporting system and 

database. Statistics and data on LPG accidents are becoming 

increasingly important and at times absolutely necessary.  

They serve as input in Risk Analysis studies to demonstrate  

the safety level of the LPG industry and avoid imposition  

to the LPG industry of unjustified regulatory measures.  

This activity is supported by an informal ad hoc Work Group 

which aims at assisting to enhance and optimise the collection  

and analysis of related events. All members of the association 

should be contributing to this process by informing AEGPL of 

significant LPG incidents and accidents that come to their attention.



DIRECTIVE ON THE 
INLAND TRANSPORT OF 
DANGEROUS GOODS & 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT 
CONCERNING THEIR 
CARRIAGE BY ROAD

BACKGROUND 
The transport of dangerous goods has been regulated by 

international agreements since the 1950s. The European 

Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous 

Goods by Road (ADR) was signed at Geneva in 1957 under the 

auspices of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe 

and entered into force in 1968, with the EU adopting uniform rules 

in 1994. The 2008 Directive on the inland transport of dangerous 

goods brings together all pre-existing EU legislation into a single 

text, and regulates the transport of dangerous goods by road 

(ADR), rail (RID) or inland waterways (ADN) within EU countries.

IMPACT ON OUR SECTOR

Transport of the product is a key activity in the LPG industry with 

significant safety and cost implications. The ADR Agreement 

and its implementation are paramount in ensuring that the 

industry can operate safely and efficiently across the LPG 

distribution chain. The scope of the agreement covers transport 

in bulk and in cylinders and it impacts also on the design and 

other requirements on tanks and cylinders themselves. AEGPL 

contributes to the ongoing legislative process through its 

presence in the UN ECE RID/ADR/ADN Joint Meetings and 

WP.15, participation in related Work Groups and its own internal 

dedicated Work Group. Through the development of LPG 

standards within CEN TC 286 and their referencing in ADR, 

AEGPL ensures that as new technologies are developed and new 

knowledge is available, these standards and the ADR fully reflect 

the needs and any latest advances on the ground.

KEY ACTIVITIES AND 
ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2016

The continuing efforts of AEGPL for acceptance of alternative 

methods for periodic inspection and testing of some 

transportable refillable LPG steel cylinders (including statistical 

approach) keeps attracting the interest of more delegations. 

This resulted to the extension of the scope of the AEGPL 

chaired ad hoc ADR working group, to include also other gases 

and other cases of cylinders. Representatives of other related 

industries and more national delegations are participating now 

in the works.

Regarding the activity of referencing of LPG standards of 

the AEGPL sponsored CEN TC 286 committee into ADR, the 

nomination of a new CEN consultant resulted in the reactivation 

of the processes towards approvals of standards for the 2019 

edition of ADR. 
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LPG RELATED STANDARDS 
APPROVED FOR REFERENCING 
IN ADR 2017 

+ EN 1440:2016, LPG equipment and accessories – 

Transportable refillable traditional welded and brazed steel 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) cylinders – Periodic inspection

+ EN 16728:2016, LPG equipment and accessories – 

Transportable refillable LPG cylinders other than traditional 

welded and brazed steel cylinders – Periodic inspection

RAIL TRANSPORT SAFETY, RID 
In 2016 there has been a particular focus on Rail Transport 

Safety, specifically related to transport of gases, with consequent 

involvement of AEGPL of in the works. The subject was related to 

inspections of rail wagons at loading and unloading sites in order 

to ensure the integrity of these wagons while on route. This work 

is ongoing in 2017 and AEGPL is being invited to dedicate more 

resources for participation and contribution in RID meetings and 

related activities. 

LIST OF DOCUMENTS SUBMITTED 
BY AEGPL IN 2016
+ March 2016: On Alternative methods for periodic inspection 

of refillable pressure receptacles

+ March 2016: On Risks from Euro VI Exhaust Systems in ATEX 
zoned Areas

+ Sept. 2016: On Alternative methods for periodic inspection 
of refillable pressure receptacles

+ Sept. 2016: On Response to miscellaneous topics on tanks

+ Sept. 2016: On Response regarding pressure setting of 
safety valves

USE OF LPG AS FUEL  
FOR VEHICLES CARRYING 
DANGEROUS GOODS 
(DIESEL-LPG DUAL FUEL)
While the main principles for inclusion of LPG in dual- fuel (diesel-

gas dual fuel) technology for vehicles carrying dangerous goods 

had been agreed in November 2015, the process had since been 

put on hold due to debate amongst national authorities on the 

maximum quantity of fuel that should be allowed on board. The 

topic was subject to lengthy discussions regarding potential risks 

that some authorities perceived, from allowing a large quantity of 

LPG to be carried in the vehicle tank. In the WP.15 meeting of May, 

AEGPL in partnership with NGVA Global, succeeded to address 

most concerns raised, which lead to an agreement of maximum 

quantity of 2,250 L of LPG in the vehicle tank, reflected  

now in the 2017 edition of ADR. This great achievement,  

besides providing a legal clarity regarding the use of LPG as 

a fuel for road tankers across Europe, it is also an important 

acknowledgement that LPG as a transport fuel is rightly 

considered safe, even for transporting dangerous goods.

WORKSHOPS ON RISK 
MANAGEMENT IN THE CONTEXT 
OF RAIL, ROAD AND INLAND 
WATERWAYS ON TRANSPORT  
OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
AEGPL continued its active participation and contribution to these 

workshops organised by ERA, the European Railway Agency. 

Although organised by ERA, this activity is related to all modes of 

inland transport. It is closely related to the ongoing work of Bleve 

prevention and the analysis and management of associated risks, 

a subject of key importance to the European LPG industry. 

A large number of experts in the field of transport of dangerous 

goods attended again the three workshops, with representatives 

of national authorities, the private sector, international 

organizations and the European Commission.  The first phase 

of this work will terminate in 2017 with the completion of three 

Guides, Guide A on ‘Data Management and Reporting Regimes’, 

Guide B on ‘Risk Estimations’ and Guide C on ‘Risk Management 

and Decision-Making”. Subsequent phases will follow, with a 

planning of the period 2018-2021 to be presented in the second 

workshop of 2017.  The subsequent phases may lead to the 

development of a future multimodal Directive towards 2025. 

This will enable harmonized risk-based decision making and 

reconciliation of local and global safety level objectives for all 

inland transport modes. AEGPL is committed to be closely 

involved with this work and to continue actively to contribute.

EXPERTISE SHARING 
WITH THE WIDER INDUSTRY 
Further focus was put again in 2016 in strengthening the sharing 

of expertise and the working relationships with other industry 

associations in the technical and safety field, namely CEFIC, EIGA, 

ECMA and others. Various projects and industry activities have 

enjoyed the input of common expert resources and coordinated 

common approach and this is envisaged to be improved also 

further in the future.
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CEN/ISO  
STANDARDISATION
AEGPL ACTIVELY SUPPORTS LPG RELATED HEALTH, SAFETY  
AND TECHNICAL STANDARDISATION PROCESSES IN PARTICULAR  
THOSE RELATED TO THE EUROPEAN PROCESSES (CEN). 

Significant effort goes into the support of the LPG dedicated 

Technical Committee TC 286 which AEGPL sponsors. One 

of the key roles of the AEGPL Technical Manager is to ensure 

effective cooperation and provide guidance to the LPG 

dedicated TC286 committee in the best interests of AEGPL 

members. Effective support of the LPG related standardisation 

processes also involves monitoring and participation as needed 

in other LPG-related standardisation committees such as TC 181, 

TC 296, TC 23 and TC 208 among others.

The international standardisation processes (ISO) are also 

included in the monitoring activities of the association, in 

particular when they may concern related CEN standards.  

This activity is undertaken in conjunction with WLPGA.

The AEGPL-sponsored CEN Technical Committee, TC 286 

“Liquefied Petroleum Gas Equipment and Accessories”, held 

its two-day annual plenary meeting in Helsinki, Finland, in June 

2016, hosted by the Finnish Petroleum and Biofuels Association. 

It was attended by 22 experts, representing 10 countries 

(Cyprus, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, 

Sweden, Turkey, and United Kingdom).

The Technical Committee, is responsible for standardization 

of all pressure equipment and transport pressure equipment 

for liquefied petroleum gas, including associated accessories; 

It includes design, manufacture, inspection and testing, and 

operational requirements,

The relationship in Europe between standards and legislation 

covering the LPG industry makes the work of this Technical 

Committee of paramount importance in terms of safety and 

costs to the business. Consequently, this Technical Committee 

is sponsored by AEGPL, with standardization constituting one 

of the association’s key technical activities. The Committee 

prepares standards specific to LPG equipment and accessories 

in line with the essential requirements of relevant EU Directives.

The chairman of this CEN committee is Mr. Tim Barnett. AEGPL 

is represented by its Technical Manager, Nikos Xydas, as well as 

through its members across Europe. Every year, the plenary of 

the CEN /TC 286 takes place in spring, when the year activity 

is reviewed and the program of the following year of the 

committee and the Working Groups is agreed.

In 2016 the convenor of WG1 John Williams, after many years of 

excellent work, was replaced by Dr. Tony Neale and 2017 will see 

also a large turnover of convenors as Henri François – convenor 

of WG7 – will be retiring and Salvatore Piccolo – convenor of 

WG6 – will be stepping down from his post. As these WGs 

produce the majority of TC286 standards the Committee will be 

going through a period of considerable change in 2017.

WG 1 Working Group 1 has responsibility for the design 

and manufacture of LPG pressure vessels (Convenor Dr. Tony 

Neale, Calor) 

WG 2  Working Group 2 has responsibility for the design 

and manufacture of accessories for vessels designed by 

Working Group 1 (Convenor Mr. Paul O’Connell, Flogas) 

WG 5  Working Group 5 has responsibility for the 

operational requirements of the transport of LPG in tanks by 

road or rail (Convenor, Dr. Nick Hector, DVFG) 

WG 6  Working Group 6 has responsibility for automotive 

LPG systems (Convenor Mr. Salvatore Piccolo, Assogasliquidi) 

WG 7  Working Group 7 has responsibility for operational 

requirements for both transportable LPG cylinders and static 

customer tanks (Convenor Mr. Henri François, CFBP) 

WG 8  Working Group 8 has responsibility for producing a 

standard for the requirements for the design, installation and 

subsequent maintenance of LPG pipework systems (Convenor 

Mr. Richard Turski, BP Europe SA). 

WG 9  Working Group 9 has the responsibility for 

producing standards on LPG under the Recreational Craft 

Directive (Convenor Mr. George Nikolaou, AEGPL). 

WG 10  Working Group 10 has the responsibility for 

producing an Environmental document that can be referenced 

by all TC 286 standards (Convenor Mr.Joao Ferreira,ITG) 

WG 11  Working Group 11 has the responsibility for 

producing a Technical Specification containing all the 

definitions to be used in Tc286 standards (Convenor Mr 

T.Barnett, AEGPL)
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE AEGPL-
SPONSORED LPG DEDICATED 
CEN TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 
286, STANDARDS ISSUED IN 2016 

+ EN 1440:2016: LPG equipment and accessories - 

Transportable refillable traditional welded and brazed steel 

Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) cylinders - Periodic inspection

+ EN 16728:2016 : LPG equipment and accessories - 

Transportable refillable LPG cylinders other than traditional 

welded and brazed steel cylinders - Periodic inspection

+ EN 16652-1:2016 : LPG equipment and accessories - 

Automotive LPG vehicles workshops - Part 1: Working areas 

and procedures

+ EN12493: LPG equipment and accessories - Welded 

steel pressure vessels for LPG road tankers - Design and 

manufacture and

+ EN14110: LPG equipment and accessories - Transportable 

refillable welded steel cylinders for LPG - Alternative design 

and construction

ISO STANDARDISATION 
ACTIVITIES, TC 58  
(GAS CYLINDERS) 
AEGPL, together with the WLPGA, continued the 

monitoring of LPG related ISO standardisation, through 

the annual plenary meetings of the ISO TC 58 Technical 

Committee (Gas cylinders) and it’s subcommittees on 

Design, Fittings and Operational requirements. 

AEGPL: A HELPDESK FOR 
THE EUROPEAN LPG SECTOR
The technical helpdesk continued offering its 

services to the AEGPL members through 2016, 

amongst the subjects:

+ CLP Regulations

+ LPG Cylinder Exchange



WORKING ON 
STANDARDS FOR 
GROWING THE 
AUTOGAS MARKET
STANDARDISATION WORK ON 
FUEL LABELLING (CEN/TC 441) 
Thanks to its involvement in this process, AEGPL clarified 

two elements:

+ Fuel labelling on cars applies only to new vehicles, and not to 

retrofitted vehicles

+ In the text, a reference is made to compliance with EN 589 or 

any relevant national legislation on fuel quality

The new standard EN16942 on fuel labelling was adopted on 

12 October 2016, which normally involves a 6-month transition 

period for the new standard to be published by national 

standardisation bodies. What is required at this point in time is 

to inform consumers on vehicle compatibility at the point of sale. 

Upon the request of several industry associations, the European 

Commission clarified that the deadline for implementation of the 

new labelling requirements, however, is only after the expiration 

of the 24 month transition period i.e. 12 October 2018. The 

Commission therefore called for Member States cooperation for 

the harmonised implementation of the standard, and proposed 

the establishment of a working group. 

CEN/TC 19/WG 23 
“SPECIFICATION OF 
AUTOMOTIVE LPG AND 
RELATED TEST METHOD”
On 25 February 2016, draft standards prEN 15470 “Liquefied 

petroleum gases - Determination of dissolved residues - High 

temperature Gas chromatographic method” and prEN 15471 

“Liquefied petroleum gases Determination of dissolved residues 

- High-temperature gravimetric method” were discussed and 

finalised during a dedicated CEN meeting. 

ASTM D 6667-04, the standard test method for determination 

of total volatile sulfur in gaseous hydrocarbons and liquefied 

petroleum gases by ultraviolet fluorescence, is the reference 

method in EN 589. The precision of this method however needs to 

be re-assessed with the newest test equipment and might also be 

improved. The aim for the scope is to measure between 10 mg/kg 

and 100 mg/kg. We expect this revised method to be included in 

the upcoming revision of EN589.

WP29 HEAVY-DUTY DUAL-
FUEL TASK FORCE (HDDF-TF)
AEGPL has been involved in the development of the new 

regulation on uniform provisions concerning the approval of 

Heavy Duty Dual-Fuel Engine Retrofit Systems (HDDF-ERS) 

to be installed on heavy duty diesel engines and vehicles in the 

context of the GRPE. Due to concerns around the feasibility of the 

emission limits and the complexity of the testing requirements, 

AEGPL proposed some changes to the wording, with the 

support of Italy. The Netherlands, who chair this Task Force, 

then developed an alternative solution incorporating AEGPL 

proposals, to be adopted as an improvement of the newly 

adopted HDDF Regulation. The proposed amendment was finally 

adopted during the meeting of the GRPE in Geneva in January 

2017. It allows for flexibility around emission limits for LPG 

retrofits and sets a favourable precedent for future regulations. 

The amendment will enter into force together with the rest of the 

Regulation, successfully concluding the HDDF process.

WP15 - USE OF LPG AS FUEL 
FOR VEHICLES CARRYING 
DANGEROUS GOODS

The process of ADR acceptance of LPG and CNG as a fuel 

in heavy duty vehicles (diesel-gas dual fuel) came to an end 

with the approval on the maximum allowable quantities for 

vehicles transporting dangerous goods at the 100th session 

of WP.15 on 9 May 2016 in Geneva, which will included into the 

upcoming 2017 ADR revision. A maximum of 2,250L of LPG will 

be allowed in the vehicle tank, which most probably will never 

be a constraint for current or future LPG vehicles. This maximum 

quantity of fuel allowed in ADR applies by extension to all LPG 

vehicles, regardless of whether they carry dangerous goods or 

not. This decision successfully concludes AEGPL campaign for 

allowing trucks, in particular those used to deliver LPG, to run on 

LPG in Europe.
26.
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BACKGROUND
AEGPL has, since 2009, welcomed the public consultation and 

corresponding revision of the GAD, while noting key points to be 

considered in the formulation of any revision. Notably, AEGPL 

had stressed that full and clear justification of any widening of 

the scope of products be included, along with a clear estimate 

of corresponding improvements. AEGPL has further stressed 

the need to take into account the size, sector, and structure 

of the undertakings involved in order to avoid create an unfair 

playing field for competing energies, as well as the need for clear 

definitions of the types of products that would fall under the 

scope of any future GAD. Following consultation, the proposal of 

the revised directive was released in May 2014 with the intention to 

replace the existing Directive by a directly applicable Regulation 

(GAR), while the legal framework of the GAD was aligned to the 

New Legislative Framework (NLF). 

Following the revision, the current scope remained the same, but 

some of its provisions were modified in order to clarify and update 

their content and to include also innovative technologies like heat 

pumps. The exclusion of appliances with a normal temperature 

exceeding 105o C was removed, which brought in the scope also 

steam generators, steam and hot water boilers as long as they are 

used for the purposes listed. More definitions were introduced 

to reduce the need of guidance sheets and new elements, such 

as obligations on importers, crucial for improving the safety of 

products in the market. The definition of manufacturers was also 

revised to include also retailers who market products under their 

own brand. A further addition was the request that Member States 

must communicate the types of gas and supply pressures used on 

their territories, in order to allow manufacturers to optimise their 

appliances. Certain additional obligations to manufacturers have 

also been included to ensure elimination or reduction of risks, and 

this not only arising from their intended uses but also from other 

reasonably foreseen uses, accompanied by appropriate related 

communications to the user. Certification bodies will need to be 

now notified according to GAR. 

The new GAR regulation EU 2016/426 will be mandatory from 

21st April 2018 (from which date GAD 2009/142/EC will cease to 

apply) and all new products placed in the market will be required 

to have a new EU type examination certificate.

POTENTIAL IMPACT
The revision of the GAD and its transformation to GAR could 

have potentially included in its scope appliances and components 

currently excluded, such as industrial appliances and processes, 

external regulators and so on, causing potentially unnecessary 

administrative complications on the LPG sector and LPG 

appliance manufacturers.

OUR POSITION
The Gas Appliances Directive (GAD) - and now Gas Appliances 

Regulation (GAR) established safety requirements to be put 

in place by Member States concerning gas burning appliances 

used for cooking, heating, hot water production, refrigeration, 

lighting and washing. AEGPL recognised the importance of the 

Directive and has been an active stakeholder in the development 

of its revision and transformation to European Regulation (GAR). 

AEGPL will continue to follow closely all developments  

and participate in related meetings.

27.

GAS APPLIANCES 
REGULATION



OUR 
COMMUNICATION 
ACTIVITES
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29.

LPG FOOD  
TRUCK
AEGPL has developed an innovative project during 2016: the 

conversion and sponsoring of a popular Brussels food truck into 

LPG. For the successful completion of this project AEGPL relied 

on the support of two of its members, Antargaz and Greengear. 

The project consisted in identifying a food truck that was popular 

and well known, and that would regularly service the area where 

the European Institutions are located. Once that was done – and 

the Urban Cook food truck was chosen – the AEGPL members 

generously contributed with their products making possible for the 

food truck to rely solely on LPG for power generation and for cooking. 

The food truck now visits the EU quarter twice a week and its 

burgers remain hugely popular. AEGPL produced posters, leaflets 

and other materials to brand the food truck with a message 

highlighting the environmental benefits of LPG. As such, as hungry 

customers queue for their meal, they are exposed to the images of 

AEGPL and its partners, and learn about the benefits of LPG.

ALTERNATIVE 
FUELS POLICY 
DEBATE 
AEGPL sponsored a breakfast event organised by EU media 

Euractiv on 1 December, on the topic of alternative fuels. In addition 

to AEGPL’s Autogas Manager Cécile Nourigat, speakers included 

a German member of the European Parliament, MEP Ismail Ertug, 

a member of the Cabinet of the European Commissioner for 

Transport, a representative from the natural gas industry as well as 

a representative from regions/municipalities involved in hydrogen 

and electromobility projects.

Over 40 decision-makers and key stakeholders attended the event, 

fostering a very lively and constructive exchange. Positive messages 

on Autogas and its contribution to Europe’s environmental and 

energy security challenges were disseminated along the discussion 

and well received by participants. You can find a video summarising 

the highlights of the event on our website.



EXTERNAL 
COMMUNICATIONS
AEGPL IS THE VOICE OF ITS 
MEMBERS AND, AS SUCH, WE 
HAVE CONTRIBUTED, DURING 
2016, TO SEVERAL MEDIA 
PUBLICATIONS AND CAMPAIGNS 
WITH THE OBJECTIVE OF 
PUSHING OUR MESSAGES  
TO THE RELEVANT AUDIENCES. 
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23 NUMBER OF VISITS 
TO MEMBERS BY 
AEGPL’S STAFF
IN 2016 



AEGPL 
CONGRESS
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32.

THE 2016 AEGPL CONGRESS & 29TH 
WORLD LPG FORUM TOOK PLACE ON  
15-17 NOVEMBER, AT THE FIRENZE 
FIERA CONGRESS AND EXHIBITION 
CENTRE IN FLORENCE, ITALY. 

The theme of the 2016 event was ‘A Bridge to the Future’ and 

the focus of discussions was on global opportunities for LPG. 

The event, organised in partnership with the WLPGA, offered 

unparalleled networking opportunities, very high quality sessions 

and side events and, of course, a major global exhibition. Some 

figures from the 2016 AEGPL Congress & 29th World LPG Forum:

TOTAL  
PARTICIPANTS

1,800



113
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33.

IN 2017 THE AEGPL CONGRESS WILL 
TAKE PLACE IN LISBON, PORTUGAL

COUNTRIES 
REPRESENTED

120EXHIBITING  
COMPANIES 
PRESENT
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WHAT THE 
MEMBERS SAY 
ABOUT AEGPL 
“A GREAT DEAL OF THE LEGISLATION THAT 

AFFECTS OUR INDUSTRY IS DEBATED AND 
NEGOTIATED IN BRUSSELS, AND THE SAME 
GOES FOR MANY OF THE STANDARDS 
IMPOSED TO OUR INDUSTRY. THE AEGPL TEAM 
REPRESENTS OUR INTERESTS IN BRUSSELS AND 
LETS US KNOW IN ADVANCE WHEN ISSUES OF 
RELEVANCE TO US ARE BEING DISCUSSED.”

 NACIMA DERRIS,  
PRODUCT MANAGER LPG, EOF – DENMARK

“THE AEGPL’S INPUT INTO ENERGY POLICY AT 
EUROPEAN UNION LEVEL IS CRITICAL FOR THE 
LPG INDUSTRY. FURTHERMORE, AS A BUSINESS 
PRESENT IN SEVERAL EUROPEAN MARKETS, 
WE WELCOME THE ROLE THE AEGPL PLAYS IN 
SUPPORTING OUR LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS IN THEIR 
WORK PROMOTING LPG AT A NATIONAL LEVEL.”  

 HENRY CUBBON 
MANAGING DIRECTOR, DCC ENERGY LPG

 

“AS A NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, BEING PART OF 
AEGPL ALLOWS US TO MAKE THE VOICE OF OUR 
MEMBERS HEARD BEYOND THE BORDERS OF 
OUR COUNTRY AND LEARN FROM EXPERIENCES 
IN OTHER COUNTRIES.”

 JOËL PEDESSAC 
GENERAL MANAGER, CFBP - FRENCH LPG ASSOCIATION

“THE AEGPL TECHNICAL COORDINATION GROUP 
IS AN UNPARALLELED EXPERT FORUM TO KEEP 
ABREAST OF ALL RELEVANT STANDARDS AND 
REGULATIONS AFFECTING OUR EUROPEAN 
INDUSTRY, AND HELP OUR INDUSTRY TO 
ALWAYS BE AHEAD OF THE CURVE.”

  ESTEBAN PAJARES 
TECHNICAL ADVISOR, AOGLP - SPANISH ASSOCIATION  
OF LPG OPERATORS



NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS  

Austria Österreichischer Verband für Flüssiggas (ÖVFG)  www.fluessiggas.eu

Belgium Federatie Butaan Propaan/Federation Butane    
and Luxembourg   Propane (FeBuPro)  www.febupro.be

Czech Republic  Česká asociace LPG (CALPG)   www.calpg.cz  

Denmark Energie-og Olieforum (EOF)  www.eof.dk/LPG.aspx 

France Comité Français du Butane et du Propane (CFBP)  www.cfbp.fr

Germany Deutsche Verband Flüssiggas (DVFG)   www.dvfg.de

Hungary Magyar PB Gázapari Egyesület www.mpe-pbgaz.hu  
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35.

COUNTRY NAME WEBSITE

AEGPL 
MEMBERS 2016
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Ireland Irish LP Gas Association www.ilpga.ie 

Italy Assogasliquidi Federchimica   www.assogasliquidi.federchimicha.it

Netherlands Vereniging Vloeibaar Gas (VVG)   www.vvg-nederland.nl

Norway Norsk Petroleumsinstitutt www.np.no

Portugal   Associação Portuguesa  
 de Empresas Petrolíferas (APETRO)   www.apetro.pt

Slovenia GIZ UNP 

Spain Asociación Española de Operadores   
 de Gases Licuados Del Petróleo   www.aoglp.com

Sweden Energigas Sverige www.energigas.se

Ukraine Ukrainian LPG Association www.uasg.com.ua

United Kingdom  UKLPG   www.uklpg.org 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS  

COUNTRY NAME WEBSITE
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AFRIQUIA GAZ  www.afriquiagaz.com

Ankor Gaz www.ankor.com

Autogas Nord  www.autogasnord.it

Aygaz   www.aygaz.com.tr

Butagaz www.butagaz.fr

DCC Energy LPG www.dccenergylpg.com

Repsol YPF www.repsol.com

SHV Energy   www.shvenergy.com 

Total www.total.com 

UGI Corporation   www.ugicorp.com 

V-Gas Bulgaria www.v-gas.bg/en

Veroniki Holding   www.veronikiholding.it

NAME  WEBSITE

37.



Algas-SDI www.algas-sdi.com

Amtrol Alfa  www.amtrol-alfa.com

Antonio Merloni www.amcylinders.com

Argus Media   www.argusmedia.com 

Camping Gaz  www.campingaz.com

Cavagna Spa.   www.cavagnagroup.com 

Charles Andre   www.charlesandre.com

GLI International   www.gli-gaz.com

HEXAGON RAGASCO www.hexagonragasco.com

IHS Markit www.ihsmarkit.com

ITG (Joined in 2016) www.itg.pt

KOSAN CRISPLANT www.kosancrisplant.com 

Lloyd’s Register Consulting Energy www.lr.org/en/energy

Mann Tek www.mann-tek.com

PrestaCylinders www.prestagaz.lu

Rego www.rego-europe.de

Rochester Gauges Int. www.rochester-gauges.be

ROVIP  www.rovipgas.com

Sensile Technologies www.sensile.com

Sibur nternational www.sibur-int.com

Tianglong Steel Cylinders www.lpgcylinder.com

VOIGT www.voigtsoftware.com

World LPG Association www.wlpga.org

AFFILIATES

NAME  WEBSITE
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www.aegpl2017.com



EUROPEAN LPG 
ASSOCIATION 
 
RUE BELLIARD 15-17
B - 1040 BRUSSELS 
BELGIUM 

AEGPL@AEGPL.BE  
WWW.AEGPL.EU
@AEGPL  


